Fill in the gaps in the following sentences with the correct words from the box

1) R: You will find ________________, octopuses, and normal fish.
2) A: I’ve__________________ a secret passage.
3) R: There is the __________________ under that rock.
4) R: You can still __________________ him... follow him.
5) R: With the __________________ button you attack with your _________________.
6) R: So, this is the last level before the __________________.
7) A: I really don’t like these jumping __________________.
8) A: They’re __________________ everywhere.
9) R: You can die many times if you want to, but it’s good because this is a very hard game so ... It’s _________________.
10) A: Do I have to ________________ the boss?!?
11) R: Often the boss is a bigger version of a normal enemy ... So ... Like a ________________ crocodile, a huge shark.
12) R: You see ... Every time you ________________ on him, he gets faster and faster.